
2020 April 9th. Groningen, Orkz. +12°, sunny.  
 
 
Task No.1 
 
 
Materials: An empty sketchbook, a pen. 
 
Duration: ongoing, everyday 15mins. 
 
Action: Write a form of diary with at least a sentence everyday in reporting your :  
 

( each entry should include: date, time, placement, weather forecast ) 
 

 
 
Emotions 
Sensations 
Feelings  
Sentiments  
Passions 
Joys 
Excitements  
Admirations  

                 Senses 
Affections  
Adorations 
Sympathies  
Sensibilities 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                Moods 

Satisfactions  
Commiseration  
Benevolence  
Affinities  
Compassions  
Hatred  
Loathingness  
Annoyances  
Aversions 
Revulsions 
Repugnances  
Dislikes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Oppositions  
Angers 
Sadness 
Fears  
Envyness  
Despairs 
Sufferings 
Griefs 
Anxieties 
Confusions  
Maudlins 
Heartsprings 
Horrors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Liefde Michiel, 
 
I would like to share some entries of my own diary I have been writing these past 
weeks.  
 
“Day 11 of isolation. It is Sunday, although this naming of the days has losts its 
essence. It’s sunny today, JR was playing accordion on the rooftop. We laughed from 
this absurdity while sitting distantly on broken chairs. I still keep on thinking how 
pulcher this world is, keep questioning where it will end. Everything has it’s ending. 
05:10pm ‘give me a word, - freedom’. 05:11 the birds appeared.” 
 
“27/03. Sterrebos. Sun makes everything easier. It illuminates time for a moment. 
Never asks questions, only shines to make us simply joyful. There is stillness in the 
air. Life has stopped running. It’s still.” 
 
“05/04. Rooftop. +20degrees. Sun is up. Calm. Went on holiday, will come back to 
work tomorrow. Not sure about lots of things but today I don't want to ask anything. 
Today I will let life flow. Easily approaching surroundings, stopping overthinking. 
Will enjoy the way it is. This isolation became a joke, wondering when it will end.” 
 
“09/04. It’s alright if certain furniture doesn’t have a set placement and it’s alright to 
be mad on your furniture.” 
 
I hope your writings are going well and you are discovering something within them. 
 
Kusjes, 
 
Klaudija 



2020 April 19th. Groningen, Orkz. +12°, sunny.  
 
 
Task No.3 
 

 Prosopopoeia  
a person or thing regarded as embodying a quality, concept. 
 
Materials: Alter egos ( as many as you have ). 
 
Duration: 7 days. 
 
Action: Each day be somebody else. 
 
It can be a tree,  doctor,  kid, a chair,  plumber,  stripper,  artist,  christian,  clown, 

human, a fruit, a country, a paper,  lawyer,  lover,  poet,  sculptor,   waiter,  paramedic, 

dentist, train conductor, nurse, electrician, doctor, businessman, american football 

player, student, surgeon, doorman, secretary, soldier, repairman, scientist, reporter, 

construction worker, professor, police officer, postman, photographer, pilot, catholic 

nun, painter, mechanic, magician, lifeguard, lunchroom supervisor, housekeeper, 

gardener, geisha, footballer, forest ranger, builder, foreman, farmer, flight attendant, 

fireman, engineer, carpenter, architect, boxer, cameraman, detective, journalist, 

housewife, diver, pope, priest,salesman, librarian, pirate, singer, flower, unicorn, doll, 

brother, sister, mother, devil, book, superstar, queer, father, homeless, director, 

dictator, madman, junky, pop star, historian, prostitute, gambler, bartender, a dog, a 

cat, a horse, a mouse, a rat, computer, wikipedia, instagram, cooker, dishwasher, 

sales person, nobody, nothing and etc. 

 

These are just a few examples of possibilities you can choose to be for one day. 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosopopoeia


2020 April 28th. Groningen. Orkz. +9°, rain.

Task No. 4

LISTINGS

Materials: a pen, paper, thoughts, considerations, wishes

Duration: 5 hours.

Action:  make a list of

- Things learnt while living
- Subjects that annoy
- To do list
- Bu�et list
- Family member names
- Things that are in the fridge
- Names of plants
- Random word combinations
- Things you love
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